
Calculation of Planet Masses

We are given the Earth’s radial density by the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM)1. The radial
density for Earth has the following profile:
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Figure 1. Density profile for Earth.

The mass of the Earth can then be calculated under the assumption that the radial density does not vary
with θ, ϕ, which are the inclination and azimuthal angle, respectively. We also assume the Earth is a per-
fect sphere. The formula for the mass is

∫
V

ρ(r)dV

where ρ(r) is the radial density profile in kg/m3 and dV is the infinitesimal volume element. In spherical
coordinates, dV = r2sinθ drdθdϕ where r ∈ [0, R], θ ∈ [0, π] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] and R is the radius of the
planet. After some simplification, the mass can be written as

∫
0

R

4πr2ρ(r)dr.

1. A. M. Dziewonski, D. L. Anderson: Preliminary reference Earth model. Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors 25,
S.297-356 (1981). (http://geophysics.ou.edu/solid_earth/prem.html)
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Using the density profile for Earth above, call it ρEarth(r) and REarth = 6371km, we apply an adaptive

Simpsons quadrature method to approximate the integral above, i.e.
∫

0

REarth 4πr2ρEarth(r)dr. The adap-

tive Simpsons method is well-suited for approximating integrands that are non-smooth, like the above
density profile. In effect, the adaptive part places more sample points around the discontinuities. After
implementing this quadrature method, the numerical estimate for the mass of the Earth was

mEarth
est = 5.9739× 1024 kg

while the true mass of the Earth, as obtained from Wikipedia, is

mEarth
exact = 5.9736× 1024 kg.

We calculate the relative error

|mEarth
exact −mEarth

est |

mEarth
exact = 4.8347× 10−5

which gives us an error of less than .005%. Note that while the percent is small, this is no small number
since the mass of the Earth is so great. In fact, .005% of the Earth’s mass is roughly 2.9868× 1020 kg.

Now, assuming we have the same density profiles from the surface down, for the Moon, Mars, Venus,
and Mercury, we calculate the respective masses in the same exact manner. First, we display the density
profiles against each other. Note that density profiles for the different planets will just be shifted versions
of one another.
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Figure 2. Assumed density profiles for five different planets. The assumption is the the radial densities are all the
same from the surface down.
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To calculate the mass, we use the same integral formula

∫
0

Ri

4πr2ρi(r)dr

where (Ri, ρi), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is the radius and radial density of the Earth, Moon, Mars, Mercury, and
Venus, respectively. Again we use an adaptive Simpsons method to approximate this integral. For refer-
ence, we write the radii of the planets are

Planet Radius (km)

Earth 6371

Moon 1731.1

Mars 3396.2

Venus 6051.8

Mercury 2439.7

Here we display the estimated mass versus the exact mass, as obtained from Wikipedia

Planet Est. Mass Exact Mass

Earth 5.9739× 1024 5.9736× 1024

Moon 8.2248× 1022 7.3477× 1022

Mars 6.8803× 1023 6.4185× 1023

Venus 4.9731× 1024 4.8680× 1024

Mercury 2.4050× 1023 3.3022× 1023

with a relative error of

Planet Rel. Error % Rel. Error

Earth 4.8347× 10−5 0.0048

Moon 1.1940× 10−1 11.9375

Mars 7.2000× 10−2 7.1955

Venus 2.1600× 10−2 2.1585

Mercury 2.7170× 10−1 27.1705

Other than the Earth, is is clear that there are some significant errors in the calculation of the masses,
especially for the Moon and Mercury. In Figure 3 we plot the mass of the planets and their percent rela-
tive error.
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Figure 3. Estimate mass vs true mass on the left, and percent relative errors on the right.
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We now explore the significance of the crust on the total mass of the planets. Since the crust is limited to
roughly the stop 30 km of the earth, i.e. 6346 km to 6371 km, we calculate the mass of planets without
the crust. Using the same integration formula, we obtain new values for the mass, mi

new, and compare
these to the estimated mass, mi

est, shown in the above table. Below we show the percent relative differ-
ence, i.e. |mi

new−mi
est|/mi

est where i=Earth, Moon, Mars, Venus, and Mercury.

Planet Est. Mass New Mass % Rel. Diff

Earth 5.9739× 1024 5.8956× 1024 1.31

Moon 8.2248× 1022 7.6577× 1022 6.90

Mars 6.8803× 1023 6.6597× 1023 3.21

Venus 4.9731× 1024 4.9025× 1024 1.42

Mercury 2.4050× 1023 2.2919× 1023 4.70

The relative differences are quite significant in the planets. Although the crust occupies only about 30 km
radially, the total mass is proportional to the density and r2, as indicated by the integrand in the mass
formula. Since the crust is at a high radius, where radius increases outwardly from the center, r2 is quite
large for the values of the crust. This accounts for the significant changes in the mass calculations.

(Calculations and analysis by Kenny Chowdhary, email: kchowdhary@brown.edu)
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